1318.

The abbot of Furneys, staying in England, has letters nominating Thomas Setikok and John le Messager his attorneys in Ireland for two years.

Safe-conduct, until Easter, for John 'in the Garth' of Ellerker, whom J. bishop of Ely, the chancellor, is sending to purvey corn and victuals in divers parts of the counties of York and Lincoln for his own sustenance and that of the clerks of the Chancery, and to convey the same together with the corn, &c. of the said bishop from his manors and other places in the same counties by ships and boats as well towards York for the bishop's stay there as elsewhere within the realm.

Safe-conduct, until Christmas, for Laurence de Castello and Peter Cranme, who within the realm in the name of Giles Dartrik and his fellows, burgesses of the town of Bruges in Flanders, seek the restitution of the ship, goods and wares of the said burgesses taken from them near the town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Notification to J. bishop of Lincoln, of the royal assent to the election of Elizabeth de Bello Campo, a nun of St. Mary's, Elnestowe, to be abbess of that house.

Inspecimus and confirmation, notwithstanding the statute of mortmain, to the canons of St. Mary's, Coverham, of the following quit claims, viz.—

I. By Stephen de Coverham, and Margaret his wife, of their common of pasture in the lands of the said canons, viz. in the assart 'le Eyddyng,' extending in the field of Caldebergh from the great road which is between Covanhuan (sic) and the said assart to the rivulet which is by the sheepfold of the monks of Jerovall at Braythwayt and in the land of the canons on the eastern part ' del Acornheyenyng ' as the old dyke stretches round the meadow of Dangham and in the meadow and land of Dangham and so by the brow under ' Johanriddyng ' to the wood of Middelhayn towards the south in Cover together with the land called Bubbaldthwayt with the wood, waste and land between Bubbaldthwayt and the old site of the fulling mill toward the northern part of Cover, whereby the canons were enabled to enclose the foregoing lands and woods;

II. The confirmation and quit claim by Stephen son of Stephen de Coverham to the said canons of his right in all the enclosures and closes in the moor and pasture of Caldebergh, made or to be made by them;

III. The surrender and quit claim by the same Stephen son of Stephen of his right in the demesne of Caldebergh, and the ratification also by him of all grants of his father, &c. in the towns and territories of Coverham and Caldebergh, and of all right of common which he had, or could have, from the bridge of Cover to the path leading to Braythwayt, &c.

By fine of 10s.

Grant to Aymer de Boteville of the custody of the castle of Eye and the prison in the castle, and also of free warren there; with a fee of 10 marks a year out of the issues of the castle.

Safe-conduct, until Christmas, for Thomas Cosyn, merchant of Newerk, going with corn and victuals to the North, in accordance with the proclamation promising such to all merchants who wish to carry provisions thither for the sustenance of the king's forces; nothing is to be taken from